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SOUND PROGRAMMING - J.D. Craig (IVAilG! 

HAPPY HEN YEAR! 

Bade? Having learned that, assiailitated the prou '5 

thinking into our own cerebral cortices, we aoved 1 In 

short, the prograas were fun and inforsative, but no to be 

trusted for day to day living. 

late, you say? Not at all, as this is cur first newsletter 

of 1990. So an with the resolutions? Nahhh... just sate 

observations. 

Those who know ae well know that 1 as sore than just a 

pretty faced (gag, choke) ausician. I a* also a aotorhead. 

Animated inaniaate objects of all kinds fascinate ae, froa 

riding Sawn sowers to robots. And I know the three laws of 
robotics, too. If you don’t, we’ll leave you the adventure of 

discovering the* in the fiction of Isaac Asiaov. Happy 

reading! 

In 1980, the Society for Electronic Rusic presented a 

concert at the Allentown Art Huseua. On hand during the 

sound check was an engineer!?!!) who persisted in telling 

us that things were just right when they sounded all wrong, 

’deters don’t lie," he inforaed us. Perhaps the aeter was 

being as honest as only the inaniaate can be, but that jerk 

who was reading it was not using his ears or brain 

properly. The perforaers insisted that the setting be 
changed until the sound was what we wanted. The aeter said 

we were not putting out enough signal, but the players and 

audience disagreed. 

To the point, we found the article "Gases Cosputers Play” in 

the 11/30 issue of ON TRACK (The Auto Racing Newssagazine). 

Ha. C. ditchell devoted his Tech Shed coluan to the subject, 

and peppered the piece with lines like theses *1 often hear 

people suggest that coaputers are soon going to replace 

drivers in race cars. Don’t worry. The task of race driving 

is currently far beyond the capabilities of the largest 

coaputers, let alone cosputers which would fit in the stall, 

hot, abusive confines of a race car." (Yes, we know about 

teleaetry - Porsche has been using it for soae tiae.) 

ditchell goes on to acquaint his race fan readers with the 

accoaplishsents of coaputer aided design, artificial 

intelligence, linguistics, and gases. But - “Consider the 

intuition of a Juan Hanuel Fangio, who once aveided crashing 

in a sudden rainstora by noticing that spectators were 

reaching for uabrellas." He continues: “The Pentagon has 

investigated the subject of coaputer driving - the Aray would 

love to have a coaputer capable of driving a truck across a 

Bine-field. After years of research, which led to advances in 

parallel processing coaputers, it produced a truck which could 

travel 12aph on paved roads. For off-road applications the 

best speed is 2sph, slower than aost people walk,* 

Mitchell goes on to note the use of coaputers for engine 

sanageaent, chassis analysis, and autoaated gear changing in 

drag racers. He concludes: "The use of coaputers will 

undoubtedly increase, but I don’t know anyone who wants to see 

coaputers race. Can you iaagine aotorsports without rich 

characters like Earnhardt, Andretti, Senna or Fittipaldi? I 

certainly can’t." 

While Fa certainly enough of a traditionalist to agree with 

ditchell, we do know people who would like to see coaputers 

race, if 1 had sore tiae, it would be a prograasing project I 

could really sink ay code into, and aany other hackers share 

the interest. Still, I agree that at present, huaans still do 

a lot of things auch better than even our aost sophisticated 

aachines. 

Working with soae fairly coaplex decision asking and 

artificial intelligence prograas, we recall that after a 

certain tiae in experiaentation, our interest shifted to the 

prograa’s structure: Qn what basis were these decisions being 

Moral: Trust a rock to be a rock, and a prograaaed 

coaputer to be a function. Neither cares, though either 

say serve. A coaputer group, on the other hand, is just 

chock full of people who care. I would not assuae to 

declare what they care about, but it sust be sosething! 

Have you renewed your leadership? And, say! How about 

volunteering? 

!!! t !!! I !!!!!! t t ! t t !!!!!!! t !! ! 

Regional Users Group Meeting 
Ron Motley PRES. L.V.A.U.6. 

By the tiae this newsletter is distributed both of our 
dubs, and other local users groups, will be finalizing 
Ians for the first North East U.S. Regional Atari Users 
roups aeetings. This aeeting will be an officers aeeting 

of the Users Groups in New York, New Jersey, and 
Pennsylvania. It is our intent to include any interested 
users group in the north east U.S. 

The Meeting will have 3 sain goals which are, 

13 Set up a network of Co-operation between clubs on 
the operation of IBS Systess, Newsletters and Libraries. 

23 Increase coaaunication between clubs to strengthen 
clubs in Headership, Public Relations and dealing with 
other prod leas throughout the users group coaaumty. 

33 To show Atari 1 the Manufacturing cDisunity an 
organized front for the advancesent of The Atari coaputer 
systess. The goals include re-establishaent of local 
retailers and a North East Atari Coaputer Show! 

All dubs have been asked to send officers and appropriate 
people to represent Each club in the following 
sub-aeetings; 

President’s Meeting - Dealing with decreasing dub 
aeabership, Finances, Public Relations, and 
Manufacturer/retailer relations, 

library Meeting - dealing with the organization, 
trading and distribution of B bit & 16 Bit libraries. 

Newsletter Meeting - guidelines, procedures and 
ability of organizing a regional newsletter. Also Present 
User Group Difficulties. 

Show cosaittee - Hear proposals, Offers and lay rough 
plans for Joint-Regional coaputer show. 

Hopefully this can result in a regular prograa with the 
spirit of cooperation throughout the whole Atari coaaunity. 



BEGINNERS COLUMN 

mmmmmmmmtmmn 
I AN INTRODUCTION TO SPARTA DOS I 
I A BEGINNERS GUIDE..pt.l * 
I I 
1 by Ed Bacbian. I 
tmmmnmmmtnmmm 

a beginners guide to Spartados 
versions 3.2 ana earlier. Please refer 
to your SDX users asnual for proper 
snforsaticm, when noted. 

Nell,first off, I think that a 
topic like SpartaDos deserves an 
introduction of sorts. 

For the record I feel that Sparta 
Dos, although initially a difficult Dos 
to iearn, is a utility that you can grow 
into, not out of, SpartaDos truly has a 
lot of potential for gettino the aost 
out of your 8bit. 

I'a going to start this series by 
coaparing the sparta functions to the 
Atari dos functions via illustrations in 
both. INotel: I’a going to try to be 
as explicit as possible with the sparta 
cossands however the 2.5 Dos exaaples 
sill only be very general as this IS a 
sparta tutorial..OR? nuff said.. 

nmmmmmmttmtmmtmt 
Nhen you boot your Atari Dos you see 

the following neat stuff........ 

A DISK DIRECTORY I 
8 RUN CARTRIDGE 1 
C COPY FILE K 
D DELETE FILE(S) L 
£ RENAME FILE N 
F LOCK FILE N 
S UNLOCK FILE 0 
H WRITE DOS FILES P 

FORMAT DISK 
DUPLICATE DISK 
BINARY SAVE 
BINARY LOAD 
RUN AT ADDRESS 
CREATE MEM.SAV 
DUPLICATE FILE 
FORMAT SINGLE 

SELECT ITEM OR RETURN FOP. MENU 

...VERY nicely designed to get you 
going right away. You're proapted to 
enter a letter which precedes the 
function you wish to call.Then it takes 
you thru a little Question and answer 
session., and the finally you get to 
type in sosething like. 

"copy?"..DliMYFILE.BAS,D2:MYFILE.BAS 

Which is fine until you start to 
becoae proficient at using Dos. Then ail 
those questions start to becoae 
BOORRING!!! the aenu just seeas to stand 
in your way when doing your disk 
housekeeping chores. Even reading a 
directory is becoaing a pain. Nell 
you’ve had enough so you went out and 
got SpartaDos, you boot it up and you 
see.... 

Bef ire I begin, I’d like to explain 
the "Dl:\ This is called a proapt. 
Sparta uses this to mfora you of the 
current drive you are accessing. You 
will see this referred to thruout this 
text as aBk", OR as ,dx:\ DO NOT TYPE 
THIS, only the exaspies following it!... 
Ok let’s run down the Atari dos aenu... 

A DISK DIRECTORY 
Ne all know how to get an Atari dos 

disk directory. 

Sparta eguiv...DIR,DIRS 

ie. DkDIR 
BkBIRS 

Both show a disk directory on drive 11. 
Note: ‘dir* will return the “expanded" 
directory list, (the standard dir in 
sparta). While “dirs" will return a dir 
in the aare faeiiiar atari foraat. If 
you have aore than 1 disk drive (or a 
raadisk) you can get the directory of 
that drive in two ways first, like so.. 

Bl:DIR 62: 

(reaeaber NOT to type the *D1:*> this 
exaaple giving you the directory of 
drive 12. OR you can change your proapt 
nuaber, by typing *D2:“ at the proapt 
and upon hitting return you’ll notice 
the proapt sparta prints is now *D2:“ or 
whatever the drive nuaber. 

I(this is called setting the 
current default drive, and any tiae you 
do not specify the drive I you’ll be 
accessing whatever drive the proapt on 
your screen indicates)! 

You say now get a directory of that 
drive by siaply typing “DIR". If you 

want to get back to 01:, just enter 
*D1:“ ana you’ll be back on the tl disk. 
One aore note, you aay also search far a 
particular file (or files) by adding a 
“fileaask* like so.. 

BkDIR i.BAS 
Di:D!R II.1 

the first exaaple would give you a 
listing of ail the files on tnat disk 
with a “.BAS* extender, while the second 
exaaple would give you a listing of all 
the files that began with the letter X. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++4+++++++++++++ 

Sparta coaaand.. DIRectory. 
syntax. 

dx:DIR 
dx:DIRS 

Dl: 

..pretty cryptic eh?.. Not really, 
all of the Atari Dos functions are there 
( or siailar functions ). Sparta does 
have a aenu, but then again sc does Dos 
3, and the real power of Sparta is in 
the coaaand processor, so I’a purposely 
going to avoid the aenu for these 
tutorials... 

B RUN CARTRIDGE 
Self explanatory right? 

Sparta equiv...CAR 

ie. 

“dx:CAR“ 

enter the CAR coaaand to exit to basic 
or any cartridge you have installed. 

4+44444444444444444444444444444444444 

Sparta coaaand.. CARtndge. 
syntax. 

dx:CAR 

C COPY FILE/there are a nuaber of ways 
that this is used under dos2.5. To copy 
files froa drive to drive or to aove 
thea on the saae disk (but not under the 
saae case),even copy froa a file to the 
editor or vice versa.The aost coaaon 
foras of the copy coaaand would be..... 

“copy* D1:FIRST.BAS,D2:FIRST.BAS 
D1:FIRST.BAS,D1:0LDF!LE.BAK 
Dl:SPARTA.TXT,P: 
Bt:ARTICLE.TXT,Es 

and two tore variations........ 

E:,DQSTEXT.TXT 
Bls SUBRTi,LST,Bl:MAIMPR6,LST/A 

The first exaaple being siapie 
file copying between two drives. The 
second, a file copy on the saae disk, 
notice the naae change. The third a 
printer dusp. The fourth, an exaaple of 
displaying a text file to the screen by 
copying it to the editor. The fifth is 
an exaaple of creating a text file by 
copying directly froa the editor to a 
Dosfils. 1 personally don't recosaend 
this procedure as text editing 
capabilities are lisited and there is a 
risk of loosing a file,possibly an 
entire disk. The sixth exaaple is an 
append operation where the contents of 
the file SUBRTI are copied onto the end 
of the file MAINPR6. Now the thing all 
these exaaples have in coaaon is that 
they all use a coaaa as a deliaiter or 
placeaarker to show the separation 
between filespecs ie. "copy/froa,to“. 

II note the coaaa here —A II 

Sparta equiv...‘CQPY“ 
ie 

dx:COPY DUMYFILE.BAS 02:HYFILE.BAS 

The Sparta copy coaaand is siailar 
in uses and even syntax to Atari Dos, 
however, there are a few differences, 
first, SpartaBos ASSUMES that you 
already KNQN that COPY is a aeaory 
destructive coaaand. That if COPY is 
used, any prograa in basic at that tiae 
will be destroyed. 

Secondly, SpartaDos does NOT use the 
coaaa as a deliaiter, instead it uses a 
space. Sparta in its current fora 
considers a coaaa as part of a filenaae, 
the use of a coaaa instead of a space 
could cause errors in the source or 
destination file,or an aborted coaaand. 



Thirdly, You have to TYPE the COPY 
coaaand, hot just C with a little 8tA 
session. Otherwise Sparta has the saae 
applications and guidelines for using 
COPY as does Ataridos. 

ie. 

drive to drive file copy, 

saae disk file duplication - fif 
destination file of a different naae) 

copy Ito/frosl device, - like the 
(editor/printer/etc.), 

copy/append. 

These are the eost basic fores of 

the COPY couand. For ether aethods read 
the docs in the SpartaOQS Construction 
Set. One further note, since sparta dos 
supports sub directories, you aav use 
the Copy to saae disk foraat of the copy 
coaaand dlTHOUT renaamg the file. 

tit PROVIDED the file is copied to a 
DIFFERENT directory than that of the 
source file!! IH 

itt PLEASE NOTE! that you CAN copy a 
file to itself in SpartaDQS (Versions 
3.2 and earlier!, doing this will 
destroy the source file! HI 

III NAPN1N6!! ttt Failure to supply a 
destination drive,directory and/or 
filenaae will have the saae result as 
copying a file to itself (versions 3.2 
and earlier), tttt 

Itt Further s Sparta has no internal 
abilities to duplicate a file (via the 
copy operation! using only one drive, 
there are, however utilities included in 
the Sparta Construction Set to achieve 
this. 

An excellent exaaple of 
Sub-directories and their use, along 
with other powerful exaaples of sparta 
dos can be found in the SPARTA TUTORIALS 
by Nike Stoliker. So I’H not going to 
get too involved with the acre advanced 
features of sparta dos when there is 
such good inforaation already available. 

+++++m+++++++«~H++++++++++m+++++ 

Sparta coaaand.. COPY 
syntax. 

dx:C0PY DlsFILEl.LST D2:FIL£.LST 

This coaaand works also... 

dxiCOPY FILE1.LST B2: 

NOTE: Sparta dos supports standard dos 
2.5 wildcards. 

dxiCGPY D2:NEH??.BAS 01:1.* 
dxiCOPY Di;t,t D3:t.t 
...the saae coaaand, ala sparta. 
dx:COPY Dl: D3: 

and so on.. 
note the space between copy and the 

origin and destination files, you can 
use the other foras of Atari copy I’ve 
listed here just reaeaber to use a space 
not a cotta. 

D DELETE FILE 

This one’s pretty self explanatory too. 

Sparta eguiv.. ERASE 

,e' dx:ERASE DhHYFILE.BAS 

Note: Sparta assuaes that you are 
SURE that you want to erase the file and 
just goes ahead and erases it! (Users of 
SOX will note that sparta will ask for 
confiraation if you use at.V for a 
filespeci. However it won’t erase if the 
disk or file is write locked. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++♦++++ 
Sparta coaaand..ERASE 
syntax 

dx:ERASE NYFILE.BAS 
dx:ERASE ALLFILE.t 
dx:ERASE t.t 

E RENAHE FILE 

This is another exaaple of the 
siailarities between Sparta & Atari Dos. 
The Atari coaaand would look like 
this... 

"renaae* NYFILE.BAS,YOURFILE.BAS 

Sparta eqmv.. RENAHE 

ie. 

dx:RENAHE NYFILE.BAS YOURFILE.BAS 

See, the Sparta coaaand is siailar to 
the Atari coaaand. You just have to type 
in the coaaand, and you aust reaeaber to 
use a space instead of a coata. Once 
again Sparta will not renaae the file if 
the diskette or the file is write 
protected. 

+♦+++♦+++++++++♦+++♦+++♦+♦♦++++++++++ 

Sparta coaaand..RENAHE 
syntax 

dx:RENAHE THISFILE.BAS THATF1LE.BAS 

F LOCK FILE 

Once again we know how to lock and 
unlock Atari files, by locking each file 

individually or in groups by using 
wildcards. 

However, we were bound to get into 
this sooner or later, SpartaDos supports 
two different lock cosaands. Further, 
SDX uses an entirely different aethod to 
lock a file, (consult your SDX users 
aanuall. The coaaand LuCK in Sparta is 
NOT the saae as Atari dos. LOCK in 
Sparta is like putting a write protect 
tab on your disk and is only valid when 
using SpartaDos. Atari dos will not 
recognize this write lock. The Sparta 
coaaand we’re looking for is PROTECT 

Sparta equiv..PROTECT 

ie‘ dx:PROTECT HYFILE.LST 

Files locked by this coaaand are also 
recognized by Atari dos. 

+++++++++++*+++++++++♦+++++++++++♦+++ 

Sparta coaaand PROTECT 
syntax 

dx:PROTECT THISFILE.BAS 
dx:PROTECT t.BAS 

6 UNLOCK FILE 

Reaeaber what was said about lock and 
unlock in sparta dos. 

Sparta equiv..UNPROTECT.... 
saae rules apply as above. 

44+++4++++++++++t++++4+4++t++++++++++ 

Sparta coaaand UNPROTECT 
syntax 

Dl:UNPROTECT THISFILE.COM 

H WRITE DOS FILES 

There is no write dos files in Sparta 
dos. There is a write dos files prospt 
in the Sparta foraatter XiNIT.COM which 
asks if you want to write dos files when 
foraatting a disk but there is no stand 
alone coaaand like Nrite Dos Files. 

Sparta equiv.. None. 

Instead you aust COPY the version 
SpartaDos, X32D.DGS, XC23E.DQS or your K'icular version of DOS to a disk and 

use Sparta’s ’BOOT’ coaaand like 
this. 

dx:B00T X320.BOS 

This coaaand wili write to the boot 
sector of the disk and allow you to 
’BOOT’ any of the versions of Sparta. 
This is why you are allowed to have aore 
than one version of DOS on the disk with 
the extender ’DOS’. 



L FORMAT SISK 

This cossand is Tor the 1050’s density 
and half(just barely). 

Sparta equiv XIHIT,AINIT 
ie. 

dxsXINIT 
dx:AIHIT 
dx:ftINIT S3: 

ssss FFFFF PPPPP 
s F P P 
s F P P 
s F PPPPP 
s FFFFF P 
s F P 
s F P 
s F P 

SSSS F P 

A review by John 8. Dashner (LVAU6) 

rrr 

The AINIT couand will give you a 
foriatted disk in Ataridos coapatible 
forsat, (it will foraat in whatever 
forsat density that particular drive is 
capable of). 

The Sparta version of the forsat 
cossand,(XIHIT) is not an INTERNAL 
cossand. That aeans it’s not part of the 
Dos package loaded into sesory. So if 
you plan to forsat a disk you sust have 
the file XINIT.CON on a drive so sparta 
dos can access it. This progra* coses 
along with SpartaDos of course. 

Even though this is a separate 
file,note fro* the exasple,that you just 
have to type in the cossand and XIHIT 
will run. XINIT will forsat in three 
densities, single.1050 dual density and 
true double density.Kill ask if you want 
dos written and will supply you with a 
list of .DOS files found on the disk. 

Xinit will produce a disk in sparta 
dos forsat and will NOT be readable with 
ataridos. 

authors note; I usually keep a 
version 2.3 and a version 3.2 on the 
ease disk as XINIT so I have a choice of 
dos types to install on sy disks, 2.3 is 
sore sesory efficient while dos version 
3.2 is Basic XE and/or HID coapatible. 

XINIT will also configure for a 
variety of disk/disk drive 
configurations, (a 1050 or 810 is 
selection #1 - 40 trks/SS). Xinit is a 
■uitiple disk forlatter so when it’s 

SFP is a prograa created by Donald Seay to enhance the Synfile* 
database prograa. 
Kith SFP you can print out reports fro* Synfile data files with out 
loading the Synfile progra# and data files and setting up report 
paraaeters each tiae. 
You can set up and save the paraaeters. so you do not have to create 
report paraaeters every tiae you want to print out a report. 

SFP consists of four aodules, they are a little confusing until you get 
faailiar with the*. If you learned Synfile fairly easily, you can learn 
SFP just as easy. 

The Menu Nodule 
It has sose DOS functions, it shows your paraaeters for your hardware 
and enables you to change the density of each drive. You can set the 
prograa and data drive huabers. You can set page length and page wait. 
This allows you to use single sheets. 
SFP coaes with D0S2.5 and allows raadisk setup. 
It is written in basic with aachine language routines, coapatible with 
Turbo Basic, it runs on SOS 2.0, 2.5, XE, OSS DOS XL 2.30, SpartaOOS 
3.2d, and MYDOS 4.50. 

The Utility Nodule 
Lists field setup, type, length, justification, etc. Lists index 
fields, cccputed, lookup, and fdraulas. It gives you active records 
field nuabers, and nuaber of index fields. It is also able to recover 
deleted files under certain conditions. You can change record nuabers, 
justification, lockup data etc. 
Another tiae saver is the Allocate Record category. Did you ever notice 
the disk activity 2 records before your every 20tn entry? That is your 
drive setting up 20 acre record spaces. With this option you can set up 
as aany records as you desire. 

Although not the earn purpose of this prograa, I found this section to 
be the aost useful.Did you ever try to edit a file and then try to 
reaesber what your lookup fields were, what your index fields were, and 
in which order they were, or worst yet, what foraula you used for a 
coaputed field? Just print out the structure of the file and you have 
all that info at your fingertips. 

done, it returns to the drive type 
table.(just after the start of the 
utility). You can foraat a hundred 
disks but the only choice you won’t get 
to change is whether to write dos to 
disk or'not, hit esc to exit the 
utility. 

++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++*++++++ 

The Report Nodule 
This enables you to change page length, width, and choose sort or file 
order for printouts. It lists files you assigned in the utility aodule. 
You can add, delete, insert, or list the fields you picked in the order 
you want thes printed. 

The 6enerate Nodule 
This is the aodule you use to print your file to disk, screen or 
printer. 

Sparta cossand XINIT,AIHIT 
syntax 

dx:XIHIT 
dx:A!NIT 
dxiAINIT Dx: 

mnmmmmmmmmmmn 

See part 2 in next issue. 
Ed. Bachaan is a LVAU6 aeaber. 

One drawback to this prograa is when printing a file, you aust print 
the whole file. If you want to pick out certain files, like a certain 
roos of a hose inventory, you sust create a subfile with Synfile* and 
use that file. 

SFP can be purchased by sending 121.95 to: 
SFP 
4 Forest Drive 
Palsyra Va. 22963-2118 
Here is another chance to show that Atari is alive and well. 

Note; Atari is a tradecark of Atari Corporation. Synfile* is a 
tradeaark of Broderbund/ Synapse Corp. and SFP is copyrighted by Donald 
P,. Seay. 



Node* Noise Filter 

Kith this curcuit diagree, soee basic tools including a soldering iron, and four or five components froe Radio Shack, 
vou should be able to cut the Noise/garbage that appears on your computer screen. , . , 

I started this project out of frustration using a US Robotics 2400 Baud (lodes and getting a fare asount of junk 
when connecting at that speed. Knowing that catacitors sake good noise filters, I three this together. 
This is very easy to build, however condition tav be different due to eodee type, amount of line noise, old or nee 
switching equipment (Bell’s equipment) and on and on. So it nay not eork as well for you in every case, if it does eork, 
or if you’ve eanaged to teeefc it to your cesputer /eodee setup, I’d like to hear froa you. 
I'd also appreciate any of you electronic Hazards out there eanting to offer any ieproveeents. Let s eake this eork .or 

everyone! 

PLEASE read this entire eessage and see if you understand it before you begin. 
OK, what you’ll need froa Radio Shack: , , . . .. K,„ 

S 1279-374 nodular line Cord if vou don’t already have one. You need one if your phone has a eodular plug in its base. 
S4.9S 
l §279-420 Hodular Surface (fount Jack (4 or 6 Conductor! 14.49 
J 8271-170 Potentioeeter. This is a 5k Audio taper variable resistor. . ,. . . 
1 I272-1055 Capacitor. Any Non- Polarized 1.0 to 1.5uf Cap should do. Paper. Mylar, or eetal File Caps should be used, 
although 1276-996 eay work as well. (1272-996 ;s a Non- Polarized Electrolytic Cap) 1.79 
l lOO aha resistor - Quarter or Half Matt. 1.19 ,, u 
i 1279-357 Y-Type or Duplex Hodular Connector. Don’t buy this until you’ve read the section on connecting the Noise 
Killer below. (A, B, or C! *4.95 

First off, open the eodular block. You noreally just pry thee open with a screwdriver. Inside you’ll find up to 6 wires. 
Very carefully cut cut all fcut the green and Red Hires, The ones you’ll be removing should be Slack, Yellow, mute and 
Blue. These wires won’t be needed and eay be ir. the way. So cut them as close to where they enter the plug as possible. 
The other end of these wires have a spade lug connector that is screwed into the plastic, unscrew and reeove tha.. end of 
the wires as well. Now, you should have two wires left. Green and Red. 

Solder one end of the capacitor to the Green wire. Solder the other end of the Capacitor to the center lug on the 
Potentiometer (there are three lugs on this critter). Solder one end of the resistor to the Red wire. You eay want to 
shorten the leads of the resistor first. Solder the other end of the Resistor to either one of the remaining outside lugs 
of the Potentiometer. It doesn’t matter which. ... 
Now wrap it up. Hake a hole in the lid of the Hod Black to stick the shaft of the Potentiometer through. Don’t make this 
hole dead ceneter as the other parts eight not fit into the body of the mod block if you do. See how things will fit in 
order to find where the hole will go. 

Nell, now that you’ve got it built, you’ll need to test it. First, twist the shaft of the Potentiometer until it stops. 
You won't know which way to turn it until later. It doesn’t matter which way now. You also need to determine where to 
plug the Noise Killer onto the telephone line. It can be done in several ways: 

A. If your modem has two modular plugs in back, connect the Noise Killer into one of them using a line cord. (A Line cord 
is a straight cord that connects a phone to the wall outlet, usually silver in color.) 

B. If your phone is modular, you can unplug the cord from the back of it after you’re on-line and plug the cord into the 
Noise Killer. 

C. You may have to buy a Y-Type modular adapter. Plug the adator into the wall out let, plug the modem into one side and 
the Noise Killer into the other. Call a BBS that has known noise problems. After you’re connected and the garbage begins 
to appear, plug the Noise Killer into the phone line as described above. If you have turned the shaft of the 
Potentiometer the wrong way, you’ll find out now. 

You may get alot of garbage or even disconnected. If this happens, turn the shaft the other way until it stops and try 
again. If you don’t notice such difference when you plug the Noise Killer in, that may a good sign. Type in a few 
commands and look for garbage characters on the screen. If there still is, turn the shaft slowly until most of it is 
gone. If nothing seems to happen at all, turn the shaft slowly froe one side to the other. You shou.d get plenty of 
garbage or disconnected at some point, if not, re-read this message and make sure it is connected right. 

I have been using this filter for months now and it works fine. I suggest using the following to customize the NOISE 
KILLER: 

i 1270-230 Experimenter Box *1.69 
1 8274-403 (folded Knobs t .79 
1 8275-624 SPST Micro Toggle Switch *2.29 
I 8279-391 12" Line Cord *1.99 

Use of the Experimenters box allows more roes and makes the project more neater. Use the SPST switch on either the Green 
or the Red wire before it is attached to either the Capacitor or the Resistor, doesn’t matter which. This allows you to 
’turn it off’ when using the line for something else then the Telecommunicating. The Line cord is used to allow it to be 
plugged into any outlet or the back of the modem as described in the above doc. The knobs are just for looks. I simply 
cut the shaft of the Potientiometer off so they fit on for a nice neat look. 
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In the last lesson we went over variables. The naae of a 
variable doesn't have to a naae like the "i* I used in the 
exaaples. In fact, they shouldn’t be like that. Variable 
nases should be descriptive to you know what their purpose is. 
In Action!, the only restriction is that variable nates start 
with a letter. They tay contain letters and the underline *_* 
character later in the naae. Which is easier to understand? 
t=(ptx)+p 

or 

total ..price = (price I tax) + price 

This brings us to our next subject, expressions. 

Action! supports the following operators. 

- as in negative nuabers. Reteaber 
only INT can be negative. 

t aultiply 

/ divide. This is integer division 
because Action! doesn’t have real nuabers. So when you 

take 5/2 it is equal to 2 NOT 2.5 

NOB This is the reaainder when you divide. 5 NOD 2 equals 1 
because 5/2=2 with a reaainder of 1 

+ addition 

- subtraction 

Action! also has a nuaber of bit-wise operators but we will 
cover those later. 

I guess a saeple prograa would be good about now. This 
saaple prograa is a little too long for you to have to type 
in to your editor. So I guess this is a good tiae to say 
that when this occures, the saaple prograa will be called 
APRD6.301 
This aeans it is a prograa with the ATUT0R series. It goes 
with lesson 3 and it is the 01 (first) prograa. 

To load the prograa into your Action! editor, you press 
<control)<shiftXR> at the saae tiae. The bottoa line of 
the editor will print *Read?“ 

Here you type in the filenaae and it will load. Then you 
can coapile and run the prograa like noraai. 

You will notice that the varibles are of type INT, I did 
this so you can see how Action! handles negative nuabers. 
Try -32767 and 4 for saaple nuabers once. 

You will see that Action! does soae weird things when you 
try to go past the boundries of the variable type. In this 
case, INT can only be -32768 to 32767. 

Try soae nicer nuabers to show the prograa works fine. 
Like 10 and 6. Or any other nuaber you say want to try. 
You will have to recospile and rerun the prograa for each 
different set of values. 

You aay have noticed a PutEf) coaeand in the prograa. This 
places a carriage return on the screen. In other words, it 
just puts a blank line on the screen. I just put it in 
there to take it easier to read. 

The next things we will cover are relational. Relational 
yield a value of TRUE or FALSE. An exaaple sight be: 4=7. 
This is false. Here is a list of the Action! 
relational: 

a=b tells if a and b are equal 

aOb tests to see if < i and b are not 

alb the saae as aOb 

a>b is a greater than b 

a>=b is a greater than or equal to b 

a<b test to see if a is less than b 



a(=b is a less than or equal to b 

The are 2 tore, AND and OR and I will cover the* in the next 
tutorial. 

Now we will go into the simplest case of the IF-FI statements. 
They are used like this! 

IF Relational is TRUE) THEN 

statetent 
statement 
statetent 

FI 

If the relational expression between the brackets is true, 
Action! will execute all the statements between the IF line 
and the FI line. 

IF the relational is False, Action! will skip ail the 
stattents between the IF and FI and start with the statetent 
alter the FI. 

The statements between the IF and the FI should be indented a 
Few spaces to show that they are dependent on the IF 
statesent. And it also takes it slot easier to read1 

try this prograt: 

PROC taint) 

IF 4)9 THEN 
PrintE('4 is greater than 9"! 
PrintEfDo you believe it?!?’) 

FI 
PrintE!“dons") 

RETURN 

The above prograt should just print the word 'done*. IF 4 
should happen to be equal to 9 today !saybe its Friday the 
13th?) then it would print the other 2 lines Follower by the 
word 
•done”. 

This is the end oF lesson 3, ! will leave you with another 
prograt that is too big to print here. It is called: 
AFROS.302 

NOTICE! This article originally appeared in the Hay, 1989 
issue oF Atari interlace Hagazine and may be Freely 
distributed or reprinted in non-profit User Broup publications 
as long as the article’s author and Atari Interface Hagazine 
are credited AND this notice is reprinted with the article. 
All other publications mist obtain written permission Fros 
Unicorn Publications, 3487 Braeburn Circle, Ann Arbor, HI 
48108, Phone: !313) 973-8825 before using this article. 

Computers and Education 
S.L. Ray (TACE! 

I don’t get on a soapbox very often. But I encountered 
something this past week that moved me to write this piece. 
The subject I want to explore is the connection between 
computers and the classroom; how many computers are needed and 

how they should be utilized. 

First of all, let me explain how I use computers in my 
classroom. 1 have two 130XE systems of ay own which I take to 
school to use in my classroom, i also have two Panasonic 10911 
II printers connected to RPP 1150 interfaces. I teach 7th- 
and 8th-grade Art in a medium-sized junior high school. He 
utilize the computers in several ways. 

First of all, as a teacher, 1 use the computer to record and 
average grades. Another way I utilize a computer is to 
maintain a student database. Such information as student 
phone numbers, addresses, and parents names can come in very 
handy. 1 also use my word processor continuously to produce 
handouts, quizes, and assignments. I can keep lots of 
assignments and handouts on one easily Found disk. (Hy file 
cabinets are not known to be very tidy. On the other hand, ay 
disk library is a model of efffiency.) 

If the above were the only reasons For a computer in the 
classroom, For me it would be enough, but the students utilize 
the computer also. First of all, students use the computer as 
a means of creating art. 1 use Rambrandt, the design studio 
software From Antic Hagazine, as a tool For creating artwork 
on the computer screen. As an assignment, each student is to 
create a drawing on the computer, print it out, and mat it For 
display. A second assignment is to create a graphic printout 
with various application programs, such as Prmtshop, 
PrintPower, and Awardware. 

The most ambitious project For ay students has been producing 
a school newspaper. Students utilized the word processor, 
Printshop, Crossword Hagic, and a HordFind program From Antic 
magazine in creating their First newspaper. 

Now, what value do the students receive From using a computer? 
Don’t real artists paint with brushes not joystcks? Is a 
computer really necessary to teach art? Hell, yes and no. 1 



could teach art with nothing but a pencil and a sheet of 
paper. But I choose to also include brushes and paints, 
pen and ink, screen printing and numerous other eaterials 
and tools. The coeputer is just another tool 1 utilize in 
teaching design, creativity, and all of the other aspects 
invovled in an artwork. 

Hy view on the use of the coeputer in the dassrooa differs 
with the traditional viewpoint. The traditional view puts 
the coeputer in a coeputer lab Where students learn to 
prograe in BASIC, utilize a word processor, and eaybe soee 
drill practice on oath or hisory facts. Coeputers are used 
to learn about coeputers or to take the place of 
flashcards. 

1 have two strong argueents against this foreat. First of 
all, who gets access to these coeputer labs? Usually, only 
the top students. The eajority are left out in the celd. 
Second, how can coeputers in a lab setting prepare students 
for real world applications. Coeputer labs dwell on 
coeputer prograeeing / operation and drill practice, not on 
problee solving and creativity. 

! believe that the coeputer can be utilized in every 
subject taught. An English teacher can let students type 
their own poees and short stories. An Econoeics teacher 
can assign students to key in the latest figures into a 
stock aarket sieulation. Science fair projects can be 
accentuated with graphics, signs, and banners using 
Printshop. 1 could go on and on, but you get the picture. 

In the real world people don’t use coeputers to learn how 
to prograe in BASIC. They use coeputers for spreadsheets 
and word processing and desktop publishing and 
telecoeeunications. Coeputers are used as a tool to solve 
problees. And that is exactly how coeputers should be used 
in the dassrooe. Coeputers should not be reeoved free the 
rest of the curriculue, but integrated within it. Teach 
students how to utilize the coeputer to get things 
done...on the job training, so to speak. 

How eany coeputers will this take? Several coeputers will 
be needed in each dassrooe, obviously eore than sost 
schools wish to spend. But yet, eaybe not. Hot all 
teachers are ready, or willing to take this approach. Soee 
teachers that 1 work with are terrified with the coeputer. 
Let’s just start with those adventurous souls ready to 
expand the education process, and put a few in each 
dassrooe, always expanding each year as there is need. 

And whoever said that coeputers have to be IBff or Apple? I 
could install three to four Atari systees for each IBM or 
Apple and accoeplish every bit as each. You see, it’s not 
the coeputer syste* used that is isportant, it’s how the 
coeputers are put to use. The principles are the same. 

Our school has received a 450,000 coeputer grant for our 
libary. But we can only buy certain EDUCATIONAL software 

to run on IBH or APPLE coeputers. And we can’t have eore than 
a certain nueber of coeputers unless we put thee in a coeputer 
lab foreat. And what does all of this accoeplish? It gives 
teachers soeething to let students do when they get finished 
with their regular assigneents...they can go to the library 

and PLAY on the coeputer. 

I ae sure that other views on coeputers and education have 
their good points, but to ae, we are eissing the boat. Let’s 
integrate coeputers into all aspects of the curriculue, 
allowing all students to learn how coeputers can enrich their 
lives. Let each dassrooe have coeputers as part of their 
equipeent. Teachers can then use the coeputer in any nueber 
of creative ways right there in the dassrooe. They can even 
let the kids PLAY on the coeputers when they get their regular 
assignments done, and run soee of that EDUCATIONAL software. 
But, just think of the eany other things that could be 

done.... 
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